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HUGS Foundation

Helping families of addicted young people find
Hope, Understanding, Gratitude and Serenity

This is HUGS

news

A Note From

Dianne

When the first HUGS Board
meeting was held in September
2008, I never dreamed that nine
years later we would still be
intent on achieving our mission
and that almost 400 families
would be the beneficiaries of funds to help pay for residential
treatment and sober living expenses. Funds have been sent to
43 different agencies that serve the addicted young person
and their families. The Advisory Board has been relentless in
awarding funds to families who are actively working on their
own recovery. When a family participates in the treatment and
their own recovery, the young person’s chances of recovery go
up exponentially!!
I have been asked many times, “What is your success rate?” The
success of HUGS is not only in supporting the sobriety of young
people, but also in the health and active recovery of the families
who support the young person. Success is hearing from parents:
“My biggest goal is to stop enabling,” “I know we have a tough
road ahead of us, but it would have been tougher had she had
to leave intensive treatment before she was ready.”
I received a letter from a young person that said, “Your
organization has taken an enormous burden off of my family
and myself.” Success is hearing that parents are exercising
together not only for physical health but for mental health too!
I hear from parents that they are spending more time with their
families. FAMILIES!!
I believe in families—the ability to accept the situation, to
take an honest look at their part in the addiction, to have a
willingness to change and to move from the past and look to
the possibilities of the future. That future can become filled with
gifts beyond anyone’s imagination.
As HUGS approaches it’s TENTH YEAR, we will be celebrating
the families who have received our assistance, and you will help
us celebrate with an extraordinary event that will support our
mission. Keep tuned—a good time will be had by all!
HUGS to you!
Dianne
HUGS to you!
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Fritz Vogt

It is no coincidence that the majority of treatment centers offer
some form of family-based services. One basic tenet of systems
theory is that a system (family) will always work to maintain
homeostasis or sense of normalcy when faced with adversity.
When a family is dealing with active addiction for a substantial
period of time, their sense of normalcy becomes negatively
impacted. Over time they can become comfortable with
chaos. Although chaos is not a pleasant or desirable feeling, it
becomes familiar for these families.
So what happens when the chemically dependent person
is removed from the system and provided with treatment
services? Often times, the family will continue to engage
in chaotic behaviors to make members of the family feel
comfortable. Remember, chaos has become the new family
norm. These unhealthy patterns of interaction can have a
severely negative effect on the chemically dependent person’s
chances of ongoing recovery. In order to ensure the best
chances for sustained recovery, it is important for families to
unlearn these maladaptive coping skills. By learning new and
healthy coping skills, a family can support their loved one in
treatment and many times become a significant source of
strength and support. A family that is treated together
recovers together.
David “Fritz” Vogt, MSW, LCSW
Vogt Therapy Services, LLC

Sober Living
for Women
Monarch House is owned and
operated by Recovery Resources as a
sober living home with peer support
that serves as a bridge between
supervised inpatient treatment and a
return to independent living. The house
offers a safe, sober environment for
up to nine women who are at least 18 years old, following
their successful in-patient treatment or intensive outpatient
treatment for substance use disorder(s). The Monarch House
opened in August of 2015, with staffing provided by two
recovery coaches.
Prior to opening, The Monarch House was adopted by
members of the Recovery Resources’ Circle of Strength, a
women’s philanthropic group that provided funding and
sweat equity for needed home repairs and renovations. Today
the 1800’s house provides renovated bathrooms, kitchen and
furnished bedrooms named Peace, Believe, Hope, Serenity,
Joyful, Butterfly, Success and Harmony to welcome and
inspire its new residents.
The Monarch House is currently a temporary home for 23
women, with 13 successfully transitioning to independent
living. New residents are screened through an interview
process, and the average length of stay ranges from one
week to more than a year. Residents are required to attend
three to four Alcoholics Anonymous meetings per week and
adhere to the residence/agency agreement, including no
overnight guests, following a curfew and maintaining the
public living spaces.

Lean In Recovery Center is proud to announce our 1st
anniversary! In the past year, we have been able to have a large
impact on individuals and families continuing their recovery effort
post-treatment. We’d like to thank all the support and acceptance
we’ve received from the City of Lakewood, the HUGS Foundation,
the Krueger Group, Corrigan and Krause, as well as the treatment
centers that trust us with their clients’ aftercare. Lean In Recovery is
an extended care sober living for men ages 21 and over. We have a
full array of services and a truly different and individual approach for
men recovering from Substance Use Disorders. Stay tuned for the
addition of a new local intensive outpatient, The River!

Splat!
BAINBRIDGE RECOVERY GROUP
HELPS RECOVERING YOUTH:
Young people from Bainbridge Recovery Group held a Paintball
Fundraiser on Saturday, July 29 at Swings’n Things in Olmsted
Falls to benefit families of young addicted youth who need help
paying for treatment and/or sober living. The skies were blue and
the day was perfect for participants from all over Northeast Ohio
to fight like warriors for HUGS. The event was sponsored by Fred
and Grace Herrmann and John and Grace Reichard. Door prizes,
including tickets to Cedar Point, were raffled after a pizza party.
Grace and Gracie Reichard and Ryan Fedor are looking forward to
building on the success of the first event which raised over $500
for HUGS. Watch for next year!!

Splat!
Lakewood Fights
Opiate Addiction
The City of Lakewood, in partnership with organizations that
provide treatment and detox services, recovery support and
housing, local support groups, family support and advocacy,
healthcare and wellness, resource navigation, prevention and
education, is committed to coordinating a comprehensive
community response to address the heroin public health crisis.
The City is committed to identifying strengths and finding ways to
collaborate with the organizations so it can begin to pilot models
of best practices in Lakewood and that can be shared with other
areas in the county.
To accomplish Lakewood’s goal, a comprehensive community
initiative, Heroin to Hope, was held on May 16 at Lakewood
Methodist Church. The City brought many organizations together
which offered services that the community might need. 250 people
attended both the resource fair and community conversation. 39
people stayed for project DAWN training and kit distribution.
The City of Lakewood has a website, onelakewood.com/facing
addiction, which holds a resource directory and is continually
updated with information regarding current efforts to face
addiction. Additional information is available by calling Katie
Kurtz, Clinical Manager in the Department of Human Services,
(216) 529-5011.

A BIG DAY
The one year anniversary was a big day for my
daughter, Anya, being clean and sober!
It was a long road for us to get to this point in our—
mine and Anya’s—recovery, and it continues as we
go, one day at a time. Recovery is a journey, not a
destination, and it takes the whole family to work on it
and to take this life-long road.

Drug Education
School Challenge - D.E.S.C.
As the saying goes, “If there’s a will, there’s a way”. This is a very
popular mantra. Long before the heroin epidemic hit communities,
you could see how families were being torn apart due to the
increased drug use among their children, and felt that something
was missing—a commitment to drug education in our schools.
Studies indicate that drug education for both youth and parents
helps prevent drug use among our youth. And, since school districts
are under enormous pressure to meet basic education standards,
I found a way to encourage districts to improve drug education
through an upcoming program, called D.E.S.C. (Drug Education
School Challenge).
Working with the Ohio PTA as the conduit for this statewide pilot
program, the subcommittee on the Cuyahoga County Opiate
Task Force will launch D.E.S.C. this coming school year. D.E.S.C.
is designed to publicly and monetarily recognize those schools
throughout Ohio that are implementing the most outstanding
student and parent drug education initiatives.
As pleased as I am about having the support of Ohio PTA and
the Opiate Task Force, it is my hope that we will also receive
outstanding financial support from corporate and individual
sponsors. For more information, contact me, Kathy Winzig, at
winzighio@yahoo.com. After all, it’s all about helping families.

Anya’s heroin addiction put a huge strain on our
finances even before her most recent treatments began
last August. When I found out about HUGS, I thought
that it was godsend to us—I was scrambling at that
point to pay all the bills, and they were coming in every
week. I submitted my application and I was approved
for a grant from HUGS. It was such a great financial
relief! I didn’t have to worry about the bills any longer,
I started to concentrate on mine and Anya’s recovery
without thinking about how I will be paying for all
the therapy and medication bills. Anya was relieved
too, knowing that a large portion of her addiction
treatments will be paid by HUGS’ grant. I’m a single
mom living on one paycheck and Anya understood
that she won’t be able to work while at her treatment
program (and contribute to the family budget), and she
didn’t want to put me into bigger financial debt with
her medical bills. We are forever grateful to HUGS for
offering so much financial help when it was needed the
most.
HUGS’ support and understanding gave us an
opportunity to focus on the recovery process, instead of
being overwhelmed by ever growing medical bills. Anya
and I felt like HUGS had our backs, while we fought the
battle of Anya’s addiction.
Thank you HUGS—we are forever grateful for your
support, understanding and love.

HUGS FOUNDATION IS GROWING!!
Early in the spring I had a call from a father living in South Carolina wanting to know about the HUGS Foundation. Small world!
His son was a client at Power House in Gonzales, LA, where our son, Fritz, was his counselor. To celebrate his son’s recovery and
to help other addicts, Steve started a non-profit called, “A Life Worth Saving,” with a goal of helping families pay for treatment.
His organization is beginning to raise funds for its mission. Steve has a marketing business and has offered help and suggestions
to HUGS; another example of Families helping Families!!

What Does
Family Recovery Support
Look Like?
Answer: Depends on who you ask. There is no blood test to detect the presence
of family support. A family’s recovery cannot be defined by the addicted person’s
recovery or lack of.
As a member of the HUGS Advisory Board, I review applications and
make decisions about which families qualify for our funds. While
there are many qualifications to be met, the HUGS mission is clear
about the primary one: HUGS financially supports families who
demonstrate positive family support during a young person’s active
addiction and treatment efforts.
I’ve learned a great deal about the family’s response to addiction
during my 30 plus years as an addictions counselor. I have been
witness to a variety of recovery experiences for these families.
The opioid addiction crisis is surely shining a new light on the family
addiction dilemma. Just as addiction recovery is so much more than
abstinence, family recovery is so much more than the long standing
rhetoric of detachment, tough love, etc.
How can we measure and discern “positive family support?” Is there
one clear pathway to family recovery? Of course not. Family recovery
and support is a deeply personal process of coming to terms with
addiction realities, inclusive of loss and hope. As parents, our son
or daughter’s recovery status always has our attention, but (if we
practice our own recovery), it does not hold us hostage.
When I review HUGS applications, I look and listen for realistic
recovery behaviors, not simply the expressions of love, concern,
fears, hope. Specifically, does the family seek treatment and support
for themselves? Do parents have specific recovery practices for self
care, for healing the psychological and financial wounds inflicted?
Have they been adequately educated and informed about the
nature of their child’s addiction? This kind of recovery means that
the family can grow beyond the catastrophic effects of addiction.
Positive family support is a powerful way of contributing to their
young person’s choices. This is what HUGS seeks to support.
Here is a realistic list of what “positive family support” might look
like in a family, especially for parents. The list is not exhaustive,
but is based on some of the more available (and best practice)
pathways for family recovery.

n Participating in the family component of the young
person’s treatment program (professional, clinical guidance can
help with treatment matching and avoid the one size fits all
mentality).
n Joining a 12 step fellowship, such as Al-anon, Families
Anonymous, Nar-anon (Helps parents focus on their own
behaviors and practice self care).
n Personal and/or family counseling with a licensed
clinician.
n Mindfulness practices, such as meditation, distress
tolerance, radical acceptance ( the field of positive psychology
has much to offer families that seek serenity).
n Specific recovery coaching and mentoring such as
the C.R.A.F.T. approach (community reinforcement and family
training) (this is a form of counseling; the primary mechanism
of change is the family member’s behavior toward the addicted
young person. The primary goal is for the young person to enter
treatment willingly and with the family’s support).

Support

HUGS

Matching Gifts

Did you know that many companies offer their employees a Matching Gift Program?
Often employers provide their employees an incentive to give financial support to charitable organizations by matching the employees’ financial donations dollar for dollar.
Typical rules are that the charitable organizations must be registered as tax exempt
under IRS Code, Section 501 (c)(3). There may also be a small minimum donation
amount like $100 to minimize paperwork cost. Each matching gift program is different,
but an example is your $100 donation could be $200 if a simple form (that is typically
obtainable in a firm’s Human Resource department) is completed.

Think of it as Doubling Down in Black Jack except you and your chosen charity both win.

Speakers Bureau

An Easy Way to Help HUGS!

You can also help by using the AmazonSmile program while you
shop, and 0.5% of the price of your eligible Amazon Smile purchases
will be donated to us!
Simply log on to Amazon using the AmazonSmile site https://smile.
amazon.com/ and select HUGS Foundation Lakewood OH as your
charity of choice! Thank you!

24-Hour Opiate Crisis Hotline
216.623.6888
Additional Online Information:
cleveland.com/knowtherx
Cuyahoga County Opiate Task Force
216.201.2000, opiatecollaborative.
cuyahogacounty.us
Rx Drop Box Location:
Lakewood Police Department, rxdrugdropbox.org

Addiction is destroying families
on a daily basis.
HUGS is providing families with the opportunity for recovery. If you are
interested in getting involved or assisting financially. Please contact Dianne
Vogt via email at hugs@hugs4families.org or by calling 216.521.5568.

Chris Boyher and other members of the Board of
Trustees have developed a brochure to be used as an
informational tool for community organizations, such
as Rotary, Kiwanis and the like. If you or your group is
interested in having a member of the HUGS Foundation
come and speak to your group, please contact
Dianne Vogt, 216-521-5568.

HUGS Foundation teams
up with The Rock Pile for
“Fundraising that Rocks”
The HUGS Foundation has
teamed up with The Rock Pile,
900 Nagel Road, Avon, OH,
through their “Fundraising that
Rocks” program.
This past spring/summer HUGS received a donation
of $100 from the Rock Pile, simply because a few
generous individuals thought to mention HUGS
when placing their orders through the Rock Pile.
Imagine how that number could grow by spreading
the word!
Just mention that you would like to make a
donation to the HUGS Foundation, and The Rock
Pile will donate 5% of your purchase price back to
HUGS to assist families of chemically dependent
adolescents fund ongoing treatment.
To learn more about The Rock Pile, visit their
website at www.therockpile.com.
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Family support is critical to long term recovery of
alcoholic and addicted young people.
The HUGS Foundation is dedicated to helping
families in Northeastern Ohio, providing funds
for treatment, travel, and ancillary services not
covered by insurance benefits.
Additionally, families who have received help
from HUGS will have the opportunity to help
others in need of addiction recovery, thus
creating an invaluable networking system.

to learn more about HUGS, visit www.hugs4families.org

